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Abstract.    To create efficiencies in the production process of revisable multi-
media systems it is necessary to define processes for the control of content revision
and regeneration with a workflow control of these processes. A model for manag-
ing Multimedia Run-time Systems (MRS) is presented as consisting of arevision
control strategy for managingprimary resources. Regeneration processes that
move data from one process to the next incorporatingderivative resources on the
way, and ultimately producingrun-time resources, and aworkflow control process
to regulate and maintain the integrity of the regeneration process. A case study of
one approach to tackling these problems is presented. This MRS, known as the
English to Basque Learning Environment (EBLE), is a reference library of three
books and concomitant sound files for second language learning of Basque.

Literature Review

The technologies involved in the creation of multimedia content are still in evolution.   One-
generation of systems is well-developed as a process and often follows the model of makin
film. Many modern applications are more complicated than film productions processes in th
they must be regenerated time and time again, as a repeated production process, often by
the materials through computational processes, and as well, they must be supplied in form
able for a variety of delivery media, such as books, web page or CD-ROM run-time system

Both at the national and international level, multimedia content creation is considered of imm
strategic importance [1, 2].    The EEC Multimedia Educational Software Observatory (MES
final report sees a “missing paradigm” for multimedia content production: it belongs neither in
processes for book publishing, film production, software development, nor game developmen
Publishers working in the Educational environment have made a strong contribution to the 
duction of multimedia content; they have also been among the earliest to seek a means to m
contentreuse, revision andregeneration [4,5].   In this paper we use this terminology to expres
three different concepts.Reuse is the use of a given set of material in a number of different pu
cations, whether they be in a book, on the WWW (as HTML files) or in a CD-ROM run-time s
tems.Revision is the process of changing content in a given system for the purpose of publis
a new edition of the same core materials.Regenerationis the processes both human and compu
tional that need to be followed to create a revised version of a publication, and in our case 
timedia Run-Time System (MRS). Workflow control is the process of managing regeneratio
as to make sure it is as automatic as possible and thereby minimize the human intervention

The importance of effective content re-use is highlighted by the rapid obsolescence of both
nology and knowledge assets, with a longevity as little as 18 months [6]. Such a rate of ob
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cence demands the building of content re-use and concomitant regeneration technology sy
that allow not only the repurposing of content into new products, but also the effective man
ment of resources in a broader digital asset architecture.

Indeed, the regeneration of multimedia content presents a challenge in every stage of the p
tion process.   The once-off publication of multimedia content might, of its nature, not requi
inordinate investment in the long-term management of the content itself.    However, the ra
obsolescence of information, both in its design or presentation elements and the very conten
makes the regeneration of this content with revised or updated material an early exigency, p
larly in the management of Website Content [7] and in the Education arena [8]. The logical 
clusion is that the content creator should in the first instance collect the component elemen
multimedia publication into a database comprising the design elements, logical structure an
timedia items themselves (text, audio, visual, etc) hence multimedia capable databases are g
some prevalence in the industry.

However, such a content database presents not only a storage conundrum, but also a retri
dilemma. The Information Retrieval of multimedia content has been most extensively explor
the Library Science literature. Early research and trials by Lancaster [9] led to the first large
liographic databases such as MEDLARS in the early 1970's. The 1990's saw a movement 
communication model of Information Retrieval to a behavioural model of information seekin
[10], with detailed analysis of this process by McCreadie and Rice [11, 12] and more recen
applied in the multimedia context [13]. However, the analysis of Internet-based search beha
has tended to remain isolated from the discipline of Information Retrieval Behaviour, with re
papers such as Wang, Hawk et al [14] focussing on a communication model of information se
behaviour on the Internet.   Research constructs described by Mann [15] in 1993 in his “me
of searching” model have been extended to the analysis of discipline-specific “material mas
in the behavioural elements of digital library usage [16].    However, the complex interaction
involved in Information Retrieval is difficult to translate to an effective user interface, and it h
been argued that such models for IR are more useful as a reference guide during the proto
design than as a concrete instrument for conceptual design [5, 17]. Nevertheless, over large
media content databases, the challenge of effective indexing of content is still being explore
19]. Content indexing of video and sound archives present particular problems [20]. The b
ioural elements in the process of information retrieval present a basic challenge not only in
mation retrieval, but also in the maximisation of the re-use of content.

The intersection of the problems of information retrieval with the management of libraries o
ital assets were highlighted by Wood et al [21]. The common use of one-shot queries in web
and similar systems depends greatly on the specificity and relevance of metadata associat
the content. The structured collection of metadata in itself can be a time-consuming task, a
itself very subjective. Santini and Jain[22] explore the use of interface design to maximise t
contextual information implicit in the database to enhance the process of retrieval.

The multimedia publisher commonly employs a variety of different tools for content creation
23, 24]. The process of creation, therefore, can involve the complex interaction of different 
tent creation systems. Work by Cheung & Chanson [8] shows the added complexity of reac
and identifying multimedia resources over a heterogeneous network. They propose three dif
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 2
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models: configuration, user control and presentation. Complexities of the software manage
of multimedia content are explored by Vazirgiannis et al [25] and Agoulmine et al [26]. Multi
methods of publication extend the concern of publishers into the area of product support as
as the production and distribution of their content [7].

The production process itself is also compounded by the variety of tools and processes tha
toward multimedia content generation[27, 28]. The Microsoft “White Paper” on “Content Ma
agement” explores a largely linear view of the content management process [7], with little e
ration of the issues of content re-use.    It does, however, examine the interrelationship bet
content management and workflow of the publication process.   Indeed, workflow systems 
selves are taking on conceptual elements of document management systems (and visa-vers
The requirements of content reuse within multimedia content systems are explored by Liu 
Hsu [30] from the perspective of document management systems, whilst the high cost of mu
dia content publication [31] makes content reuse important.     Nevertheless, the integration
workflow systems will need to go beyond the domain of the publication generation and into
arena of rights administration.   Similarly, the complexity of the heterogeneous tool-set invo
in the content creation makes the computer automation of processes involved in the genera
content all the more important. While the concepts underlying workflow management of bus
flows are well defined, they tend to be poorly defined in the editorial management of content
bases, although it is clear that many concepts relating to workflow management apply; in p
lar:

* availability of graphical tools
* routing capability
* queue management of tasks
* management of events
* task and process management [32].

Issues of workflow control also intersect aspects of “trouble management” described by
Agoumine et al [26] in the management of Quality of Service through the use of Quality of 
vice Assurance Systems. An area of vital interest is the integration of problem managemen
QOS management processes within the content management process itself.

The “Content Management System” oriented to the generation of material specifically for we
publication has its roots in management of complex document content [36]. Current model
content management (such as those offered by Microsoft [7]) focus on the primary generatio
maintenance of website content, and their origins lie in simple content delivery mechanism
web publishing [24, 37]. Content separation from design is achieved either through Templa
based approaches to content publication, or more recently through use of XSL (Extensible
Sheet) templates interacting with XML document formats[38]. This area of industry discus
is very topical, and is best followed through current lists such as cms-list [39]. The explosiv
growth of content management systems highlights rather than diminishes the potential for s
theoretical convergence in the area of content re-use, as website publishers struggle with iss
currency, navigation and editorial consistency on their sites.

The Library of CongressNational Digital Library program illustrates the degree of intersection
between digital asset management and web-based content management [40]. Their efforts
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 3
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struct a web-based paradigm for information management and retrieval provide good indic
for directions that Content Management Systems themselves are likely to pursue. Finally, o
ously, the issue of content reuse is active in the education community, with efforts to build s
tems that maximise the reuse of course material in CDROM and tutorial courseware prepa
[5, 42].

Model of a Workflow for Multimedia System Regeneration

The case study that is discussed here is representative of the problem of content manageme
single system rather than the reuse of knowledge for multiple systems. Hence the importan
cesses are defined by the requirements of “revision control” and “regeneration” both in term
the various processes involved and the coherence of the workflow necessary for ensuring th
system is assembled in the correct way.

Reference books, instructional manuals and texts of the same type will invariably be used w
secondary texts to serve as an enhancement of the material within the first source. In our c
study we focus on the problem of regenerating a multimedia system which incorporates an
instructional text for a reader in some field, and their need to refer to other reference books
multimedia resources that enhance the detail of the topic under study.

Satisfying this requirement has led us to develop a model of process control and manageme
contains three sub-systems each of significant size in their own right. The first is a run-time
tem for users, which integrates various text and sound resources (or any other media pertain
that text) in a seamless way. The second is a revision control system, which allows modific
in the documents or manuals to be efficiently managed while satisfying the needs of multip
modes of publication. The third is a workflow control system, which will automate and contro
far as possible the process of regeneration of the run-time resources after the primary reso
have been updated.

Revision Control
Revision Control deals with the management of modifications of the source documents so th
needs of multiple modes of publication, such as a book, the web or CD-ROM are met. Diffe
document types (e.g. primary resources that are linked to media resources such as text, sou
ure and video) may need different kinds of revision control techniques. Our model of revisio
control presents three types of resources that requires management and are subject to com
processes. The first is aprimary resource or document considered to be created autonomously o
other resources, and its existence or meaning is not dependent on other resources in the s
The second is aderivative resource is one which is derived, typically but not necessarily by co
putation, from the content of a primary resource. The computation may exploit other knowle
that is external to the primary resources. The third is aruntime resource or version which is a
resource in the format it requires to participate in the runtime system. It may be changed from
format during utilisation at runtime, for example database records changed for display purp
Examples from our case study are:
Primary resource - the three reference books,
Derivative resource - the parts of speech of each word in each example sentence necessary
retrieving the correct meaning of a word from the dictionaries,
Runtime resource - the XML versions of the primary resources.
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 4
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An entry whether it be in a primary, derivative or runtime resource is a single element, such
word or sentence, or their matching media files, that is the subject of some computation.

A Case Study - The English to Basque Learning Environment (EBLE)

The implemented system is called the English to Basque Language Environment (EBLE) a
consists of a workbench of reference materials for second language learning, in this case for
ing Basque as an English speaker. It consists of three books, a reference grammar, and Ba
English and English-Basque dictionaries. The reference grammar is a substantial book desc
the grammar of the basque language and contains some 4500 examples of Basque senten
their English translations (about 9000 sample sentences in total). The dictionaries are stan
multi-lingual dictionaries with about 25,000 headwords each. The aim of the project was to b
a system that linked each word in the Basque & English examples to their respective entries
dictionaries. This would enable a user to immediately access the dictionary entry for any exa
word. Furthermore, it was decided to prepare voice recordings of all the examples and make
accessible to the user at run-time in the same way as the dictionaries are directly accessed
concepts produce a seemingly remarkably simple run-time system, that is there are 3 books
can be read at any time, a word selected in an   example sentence will trigger the opening 
corresponding dictionary entry and the sound track for an example sentence can be played
time. However the simplicity of the user environment belies the complexity of the system reg
ation processes and the workflow control to manage them. (Fig 1. Screen shot of user syst
be inserted here)

Structural Issues in System Regeneration for EBLE
The system regeneration process consists of the conversion of 3 books into formats for ap
ate run-time presentation. The books are stored in desktop publishing software formats. A 
processing requirement is the necessity to extract the sample sentences from the grammar
regenerate:

(i) Sound recordings of the sentences, or any other desired media material.
(ii) For each word in a sample sentence; a. its lemma form so that the correct headw

form can be identified in the dictionaries, b, the part of speech so that the correc
meaning of the headwords can be found in the dictionary entry. These processes
to be performed independently and off-line for the sentences in each language, Ba
and English.

The dictionaries also require specialist processing. such as:
(i) Extracting headwords and their parts of speech and inserting cross-reference tags

the grammar book. Other content analysis is desirable to identify other fields of i
est but it is not possible to achieve a general solution to that problem at the mom

(ii) The dictionaries are owned and maintained by another party so there can be only
limited presumptions about its specific structure. Also the dictionaries are such
detailed documents that there are many idiosyncratic features so that one canno
ably predict the organisational structure of at least 20% of the headword entries.

The structural issues that emerge from the maintenance of the primary resources is:
(i) Delivery of the primary resources for both book publication and run-time system s

age and retrieval are required and necessitate they be maintained in desktop publ
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 5
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environments for book publishing needs and then generation into run-time resou
by some means.

(ii) Maintenance of the primary resources by their owners by mechanisms and proced
outside control of the Workflow regeneration system.

(iii) Changes to specific types of content in the primary resources that have flow-on co
quences for the run-time system, such as, changes to the sentence examples th
require changes to media files, part of speech tags, lemma and dictionary cross-
ences.

Hence the problem space consists of needing to use heterogeneous tools to generate the 
and providing for the automatic flow of data from one tool to the next up to the point of syst
creation. Each process of exploiting a tool to serve an input to output transformation presen
own issues about errors in data, data storage formats for primary resources, derivable reso
and their run-time equivalents, and data extraction processes for temporary materials awaiti
ther processing in the workflow chain.

Data Storage Issues for the Primary Resources
A generic view of revision control creates an initial focus on the storage mechanisms of the
mary data sources. In this case study these consist of the two dictionaries and the gramma
A serious question about the organisation of the revision control system is the form of data st
to be used, principally a choice between a sophisticated DBMS or a directory structure conta
files. The choice of a solution at this level has a serious impact on many practical maintena
issues, particularly the human processes developed to interact with the workflow system. A
DBMS solution would normally produce an easier pathway to computer controlled workflow
revision control but limit the flexibility of the human agents in the processes. A file system s
egy as is common in the publishing industry will increase human flexibility in the revision proc
but make exact replication of processes more uncertain and usually lead to unnecessary w
duplication and a fragile regeneration process.

In this case study the grammar book poses the greatest challenge, as the data within it (apa
the table of contents and the index) cannot be sorted into some generic form or structure. A
component of the system specification is that the example sentences have to be identified s
to other both primary and derivative resources are automatically generated. While there are
possible strategies we enforced a requirement upon the source data so that such ‘tagging’ a
existed when it initially entered into the workflow system. This creates a requirement on the
author to produce the document with this ‘tag’ formatting completed as a manual part of the
workflow process, (hence the first stage of the process is the use of the word processor itself
strategy means the ‘tags’ would exist in the primary resource before it entered the formal w
flow process. Hence, the example sentences were given a special format structure in the p
document which enabled them to be extracted automatically at an early point in the workflo
an automatic process. Although we have the cost of creating the tool to extract these speci
tagged entries it has a high reuse value.

In the next stage of the workflow control the extracted sample sentences are delivered to th
other processes. Firstly, they are placed in a repository to be used for cataloging sound and
recordings, and then the Basque and English versions are sent respectively to separate off
processors that extract the lemma and part of speech for each word in each sentence. The
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 6
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quently generated data is returned back to the Workflow control process where linking prog
operate to insert the results as run-time resources.

The above strategy was considered to be more useful than an alternative where the whole 
ment has links created wherever the relevant material occurs (e.g. if a link were to be constr
for a certain word, then any occurrence of that word would cause a link to be formed). This
method makes the linking system more generic (linking is not restricted to only certain regi
but will then also clutter the run-time system with many unwanted links.

The two other primary resources are the multi-lingual dictionaries. Data storage issues for 
where more difficult to determine as there are two options available. Firstly the dictionaries ca
kept in their original format and linking information inserted in the grammar book. Alternative
all the information in the entries could be extracted and the data housed within a database

The first option is more restrictive than the second in the sense that the data is still sequenti
manipulating it would be less efficient and more difficult. Alternatively, if we decided to have
search engine which could look up any category of data with any given entry from the prim
resources, the database would obviously be more efficient. The links with a database woul
be more efficient than that within a sequential document as finding a single link in a databa
trivial as opposed to finding it in a sequential document. The use of the database would ho
incur the added cost of processing the data so that it is loadable into the database.

With a single file of an amended version of the primary source documents which includes a
required linking information, the output can simply be that file. It may however be more pro
tive to split the output file into several smaller ones to ease the scale of processing. This in
leads to more output issues as we would like to maintain the attributes of a conventional bo
(scrolling or flipping throughout the book seamlessly). Likewise, with having the dictionary
stored in a database, the method of having several smaller files may be adopted, however th
of processing them may be higher.

Yet another alternative is to auto-generate the output as required. By this we mean having a
semblance of having the output ready for the user. Should the user then select any entry, th
ime system would display the relevant portion around that entry with no boundaries or limit
attached to this so that the user may flip through the whole document. Although the proces
cost of implementing this at run-time is high, several methods such as caching (as we are u
with web browsers) can be employed to curb the cost.

The practical implementation of EBLE came down to deciding that primary resources and t
information resource are best stored in the XML format even though the HTML format may
fice for the purpose. The purpose of storing this information in the XML format is to allow e
navigation and viewing by users through a simple web-browser user interface, which is embe
into the MRS. Also, the XML format is preferred to HTML because additional information
description tags can be stored in it, hence providing more efficiency and capabilities in the
retrieval process of the MRS. Storing each book in one file rather than as separate chapters
advantage of allowing the user to scroll the whole book, without the need to add mechanism
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 7
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maintaining a multi-part book. The multimedia resources (for example, WAV sounds, GIF p
tures or AVI movies) are each stored in their own native format as individual files.

In summary, retaining the retaining the run-time resources as replicas of the primary resou
cheaper with respect to processing and resource usage for both the run-time and revision c
systems. On the other hand, with a database design a lot more functionality and ease in th
low control aspects would be obtained. In our case study we chose to use the original sour
uments in XML format as the equivalent run-time resource. This is satisfactory for the gram
book but not for the dictionaries. The dictionaries turned out to be too large to retain in mem
when the grammar book is open. Furthermore, only access to limited points in the dictiona
required. A database storage mechanism for the dictionaries would have been a better stra

Revision Control for the Regeneration of Derivative Resources
In the run-time system, each derived multimedia resource has to be linked to some run-tim
ment. Hence, the revision control system must deal with co-ordinating changes to the prim
resources and their dependent media resources, and their conversion to arun-time repository
whether as databases or files. However, regardless of how the central repository is implem
its main purpose is to provide facilities for the storage and retrieval of all the data required b
run-time system. It must be stressed here that the run-time repository does not contain the p
documents as they are the responsibility of the original authors or the external revision con
system and maintained elsewhere.

When the primary resource is modified, it is inevitable that the entire runtime version will hav
be regenerated as cross-index information needs to be regenerated and the entire primary
ment rescanned for the creation of run-time resources. Since, it is not possible to detect pr
which sections of the primary document have been modified, incremental updates to the ru
resource is not the easiest alternative. For the purpose of revision control, overwriting exist
files in the run-time repository is immaterial.

One significant issue must be addressed when the primary resource that is linked to media
resources is being reprocessed. When that primary document is modified and reprocessed
system of cross-indexing generated for the runtime resource version (such as hyperlinks) w
longer be valid. However recreation of all derivative resources would create a nonsensically
ficient system for our 5,000 media files representing all the example sentence entries. There
strategy must be implemented to maintain or automatically re-link the media resources to t
entries. We have devised a strategy we callfunctional-mapping to achieve this task. In thefunc-
tional-mapping strategy, a function that produces a one-to-one mapping from the primary
resource’s entries to the named media resources is used, where the name is produced by 
automatic process not open for human intervention. In other words, for every unique prima
resource entry that requires a derivative resource, the function will map it to a unique deriva
media resource name and subsequently physical file. In the Basque grammar book, every ex
sentence is linked to a WAV sound file. The function that associates the example sentences
WAV sound file is as simple as taking the example sentence, converting all punctuation mark
underscores and then appending a “.wav” to the end. Therefore, the function will map the e
ple sentence: “Are you well?” into a WAV sound file name: “Are_you_well_.wav”. The functi
can be of any form and complexity, but its imperative requirement is to produce a one-to-on
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 8
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mapping of names from the primary resource entries to the media resources. Now, with the
tion in place, whenever the primary document is reprocessed, the following algorithm can b
formed to keep the primary resource entries co-ordinated with the named derivative media
resources entries:

1. For each primary resource entry, apply the function to produce a list,M, of
named media resources that should be in the central repository.

2. For each named media resource in the central repository, if it is not in the lisM,
it is ‘orphaned’ and should be purged from the central repository because
represents primary resource entry that has been deleted.

3. Those media resources that remain in the central repository must hold link
the primary resource entries.

This algorithm is intrinsically different to a hyperlink mechanism. Our principle is that the act
text in an entry becomes the name of the derivative media file, not an extra separately define
string inserted into a tagged string of, say HTML, as is commonly done with hyperlinks. Aft
creating this string for the derivative media file name the connectivity between the source te
entry and the media file could use any method of implementation including hyperlinks but t
a separate run-time implementation decision independent of the total system regeneration 

After the algorithm is applied, only the newly inserted and modified primary resource entries
not have corresponding named media resources. These media resources will have to be cre
extant media resources linked to the new entries. Hence, with thefunctional-mapping strategy,
whenever the primary document is modified and re-processed, a clean-up and re-linking of
media resources in the central repository will be performed and as a result the integrity of a
cidence between primary resource entries and their named derivative media files will be ma
tained. After identification of the need for the derivative media files it is a matter of the constr
model of the workflow control system as to whether the workflow requires the user to creat
appropriate files or not. In the case of compulsory files the workflow may not stop the regen
tion administrator from immediately performing other tasks, even partially, but must by defini
constrain the administrator at some point. On the other hand, non-compulsory files do not i
the administrator from generating a full run-time system albeit with missing run-time resour
despite the presence of the executable functionality for those resources.

In practice the creation and linking of physical media files with primary resource entries has
made straightforward by the workflow control methods we have put in place. The system adm
trator accesses a module which has the list of all example sentence entries. They select an
ple and push a button to open the sound recording module to record the sound track. On c
the recording software the sound file is saved to disk with the appropriate file name.

Operationally the whole workflow system is contained in a menu of 6 items (Fig 2). The flow
activity is not totally regulated as anyone of the first 5 steps can be executed multiple times i
sequence. However doing so does not ensure the full integrity of the system. Particularly, S
requires the completion of the off-line processing of the lemma and parts of speech of the g
mar book examples. Absence of the files from this processing will mean that the book exam
cannot be linked to the dictionaries. Likewise failure to perform step 3 before step 5 means
any new primary resource examples will not be available for sound recording. However this
/u3/staff/jonpat/Research_projects/EBLE/EbleII_Paper1.fm 2/19/01 9
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of restriction is not entirely unwanted. The system allows the freedom of working with parts
the system and testing them without the time cost and weight of preparing the full system. 
has proven most useful in the commissioning stages of EBLE.

1. Process English-basque Dictionary
2. Process Basque_English Dictionary
3. Select Grammar Book Source Documents
4. Select Part_of_Speech Files
5. Link grammar Book to Media Files
6. Generate run-time files

Fig 2. Menu of Workflow Control System.

Components of the Multimedia Run-time System
This section will discuss the storage organization and the indexing and retrieval strategy of
MRS which consists of a programmed system that must deal with the various classes of in
resources we have already described. The first component is the primary resources which th
the workflow process need to be converted to a runtime form. The second component is the
ative resources which need to be computed in some instances (parts_of Speech of example
or captured in other instances (sound files). The task of the workflow process is to ensure t
diverse elements or linked together appropriately and to pass them into the run-time system
that they are assembled together properly, and executable according to the functional design
run-time software. In some senses beyond the workflow process of system regeneration is
maintenance and revision process of the run-time software itself. This can be performed in
dently of the regeneration workflow however elements of its specification will impact on data
mats of the various resources, for example whether the dictionaries are stored as database
or as PDF or HTML files.

Access Across Primary Resources
Access between primary resources, that is from the grammar book to the dictionaries, is ach
by setting up an intermediate linking mechanism. For each entry in the primary resource, th
requires a cross-reference to a run-time resource external to its own document there needs t
index to those resources so an XML anchor tag (<A> ) with a unique label to ‘bookmark’ the loca-
tion is inserted. With all the anchor tags’ labels in place for every appropriate entry in the prim
resources an index file entry is created. Each entry in the index file corresponds to each en
the primary resource. There are basically two components to the index file’s entry: the prim
resource entry’s anchor tag’s label and its attributes. The index file can be implemented by s
ticated DBMS or a simple comma-separated-value text file. Whatever its implementation, its
purpose is to associate each resource entry to the external resource. The resource entry’s a
in the index file will depend on the specification of the MRS, for example, in EBLE the attribu
for grammar book entries that cross reference into the English and Basque dictionaries are
lemma and the part-of-speech. Such attributes enable the system to retrieve a unique dicti
entry based on its lemma and part-of-speech. Other kinds of primary resources may need di
kinds of attributes. The purpose of the index file entry’s attribute(s) component is to create 
retrieval of an example word from the dictionary. The access mechanism will depend on the
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mat of the resource being retrieved in identifying, querying and searching for an entry in the
mary resource. Once the entry is found in the index file, its anchor tag’s label can be retrieve
the MRS can display that entry by ‘jumping’ to that entry’s location in the dictionary through
web-browser user interface.

Accessing Multimedia Files
Since each of the multimedia resource entries is stored individually as a file in its native for
using an XML hyper-link tag in the run-time version of the resource readily makes the connec
from each entry to its multimedia equivalent. When the user selects the primary resource e
through the web-browser user interface, the MRS invokes the operating system to deliver (
example, display picture, movie or play the sound or music) the primary entry’s associated 
media resource. Alternatively, the MRS could handle the delivery of the multimedia resourc
instead of delegating that job to the operating system.
Our system is designed to deal with the case of a primary resource entry linked to multiple
media resource. This problem is dealt with by usingresource-indicator filethat contains reference
to one or more multimedia resources. The system operates so that when the user selects a r
entry, the MRS will open the resource-indicator file and retrieve the appropriate multiple mu
media resources via the index in that file.

Conclusion

A workflow control system for the revision control and regeneration of multimedia systems 
been conceptualized on two major axes. The first axis is that of resources, namely primary
ative and run-time. The second axis is the processes of Revision Control and Regeneration
the rubric of a constraining Workflow Control System. Revision control concentrates on set
primary resources in such a fashion that they can be processed automatically by creating ap
ate conversion programs to produce their run-time equivalents. Regeneration concentrates
process of moving data between the heterogeneous tools required for the conversion. The
flow control ensures the conversion processes are followed in appropriate sequences, ensur
identification or creation of derivative resources so that they feed into the regeneration proce
it progresses. Issues on the maintenance and development of the user’s functional features
MRS software itself are not directly addressed.
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